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Already in the 1980s and 1990s, the two great researchers and bibliographers of

Josephus, Louis H. Feldman and Heinz Schreckenberg acknowledged that the

reappraisal of the iconographic tradition of the Jewish War and the Jewish

Antiquities ‘is still largely overlooked and neglected.’1 This is the case both for

study of the illustrations of the texts and for study of their influence on the visual

arts. At this stage, the most advanced area of research concerns the miniatures in

medieval manuscripts, primarily due to the monographs by Guy N. Deutsch and

Ulrike Liebl.2 In contrast, the reception of the Jewish Antiquities in history painting

has yielded no substantial results since those attained by Christian Tümpel in the

1980s in his work on the Dutch artists of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.3
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More recently, Amy Golahny has devoted some pages in her study on Rembrandt’s

Reading to the issue of Josephus’s importance for iconography.4

Least attention, up to now, has been paid to the prints which accompanied the

texts. Deutsch dismisses them in less than a page; according to him ‘les

inconséquences et les illustrations de scènes absentes dans le texte de Josèphe

abondent’.5 I shall not disagree with his, undoubtedly accurate, observation that,

despite the great success of the editions of Josephus, which were widely available in

Latin, in the vernacular and – from 1544 on – in Greek,6 the number of illustrated

series is extremely small. But to what extent is his criticism justified that there is

insufficient correspondence between image and text, and where should one seek the

reasons for the unfortunate ‘inconséquences’? The present article intends to pursue

these questions on the basis of two of the illustration cycles7 mentioned by Deutsch:

1. The series of illustrations by Jost Amman (1539–1591) which accompany the

first edition of the new German translation of Josephus by Johannes Spreng and

Zacharias Müntzer, published by Rab, Feyerabendt and Han in Francfurt in 15698:

Flauij Josephi///deß Hochberühmpten Jüdi-//schen Geschichtschreibers/Histo-

rien vnd Bücher: … Alles auß dem vrsprünglichen Griechi =//schen Exemplar/…
von//neuwem verteutscht/darzu mit …//… lieblichen Figuren/geziert (VD16 J 978).

2. Tobias Stimmer’s (1539–1584) series of illustrations for the first edition of the

new German translation by Conrad Lautenbach, which was published in 1574 by

Rihel in Strasbourg:9

Flauij Josephi///des Hochberühmten Jüdi =//schen Geschichtschreibers/Histo-

rien//vnd Bücher: …//… Alles auß dem Griechischen Exemplar/…//… von newem

verteutscht vnnd zugerichtet///darzu mit …//… schönen Figuren/deßgleichen//

vorhin im Truck nie außgangen///gezieret (VD16 J 983).

4 A. Golahny, Rembrandt’s Reading. The Artist’s Bookshelf of Ancient Poetry and History, Amsterdam,

2003, pp. 79 f., esp. pp. 164–79.
5 G. N. Deutsch, ‘Iconographie’ (n. 2 above), pp. 55 f.
6 See P. Burke, ‘A Survey of the Popularity of Ancient Historians, 1450–1700’, History and Theory.

Studies in the Philosophy of History, 5, 1966, pp. 135–52 (esp. 136, 151 f.).
7 The first illustrated edition known to G. N. Deutsch, ‘Iconographie’ (n. 2 above), p. 56, a reprint of the

1548 Latin translation by Gelenius, published in 1566 in Lyon with 47 woodcuts by the Swiss artist

Rudolph Wyssenbach, is apparently so rare that I have been unable to locate a copy in a European library.

Deutsch had already noted that it was not cited in Schreckenberg’s bibliography (i.e., H. Schreckenberg,

Bibliographie zu Flavius Josephus, Leiden, 1968).
8 See The New Hollstein German Engravings, Etchings and Woodcuts 1400–1700. Jost Amman, Book

Illustrations: pt III, comp. by G Seelig, ed. by G. Bartrum and M. Leesberg, Rotterdam, 2002, pp. 78–85,

no. 58. – 2nd ed., 1571, with a few modifications, see ibid., pt IV, pp. 84–91, no. 80 (henceforth:

Hollstein/Amman, no.). See also The illustrated Bartsch 20 (pt 2). Formerly vol. 9 (pt 3): German masters

of the sixteenth century. Jost Amman: Woodcuts, continued, ed. J. S. Peters, no. 12 (374) (based on the

Latin edition of Frankfurt, 1580 [see below n. 20]).
9 See Hollstein’s German Engravings, Etchings and Woodcuts: 1400–1700, LXXX: Tobias Stimmer

(continued), comp. by D. Beaujean, based on the research material of P. Tanner, ed. P. Tanner, Ouderkerk

aan den Ijssel, 2014, pp. 100–48, nos 397–480 (henceforth: Hollstein/Stimmer, no.).
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I

In the Spreng/Müntzer translation, the entire Antiquitates as well as the Bellum

Iudaicum are complemented by altogether just under a hundred illustrations, but, as

Deutsch noted, many of the illustrations used had already served as illustrations for

various other books published by the Feyerabendt firm, in a Bible, an edition of Livy

and in tournament books.10 The highest proportion consists of biblical illustrations

previously produced by Jost Amman for Die gantze Heylige Schrifft, Teutsch in

1564.11 Some of the pictures of battle and siege scenes that decorated the Livy

edition,12 which we shall not discuss here, provided Amman with several images

that could be easily adapted and inserted into this product.

However, in one respect Deutsch’s conclusion regarding the recycling of already

existing illustrations must be corrected, since around a fifth of the motifs appearing

in the Josephus edition are not, in fact, attested in any prior prints.13 For eighteen

designs, then, new woodcuts seem to have been created specifically for the Josephus

edition. Among these we should differentiate three groups:

Images for books I–X of the Antiquitates, whose content largely overlaps with the

books from the Old Testament from the First Temple period, and whose material

draws substantially on the biblical transmission;

Images for books XI–XX, of which the majority draw on non-biblical sources, for

which no comparably homogeneous print tradition exists from the sixteenth

century, let alone whole illustration-cycles, to which one could have easily

resorted;

Images for the Bellum Iudaicum.

In the discussion below, we shall be focussing in particular on the illustrations

used for the Antiquitates.

The first group, comprising three original designs, is the smallest. Curiously, the

images supplementing Josephus’s work do not complement the text for which they

were created, but rather follow the biblical version,14 as in ‘The Finding of the

10 G. N. Deutsch, ‘Iconographie’ (n. 2 above), p. 56.
11 Biblia//Das ist://Die gantze Hey =//lige Schrifft///Teutsch.//D. Mart. Luth.//Sampt einem Register/

Summarien//vber alle Capittel/vnd schönen//Figuren. Frankfurt: Rab, Feyerabendt, Han, 1564 (VD16 B

2759). See Hollstein/Amman (n. 8 above), pt 1, 2002, pp. 20–34, no. 6. – 1565 edition with few

modifications, see ibid., pp. 136–44, no. 13.
12 Titus Liuius//Vndt//Lucius Florus.//Von Ankunfft vnd Vr =//sprung deß Römischen Reichs/….

Frankfurt: Rab, Feyerabendt, Han (Erben), 1568 (VD16 L 2115; The New Hollstein German Engravings,

Etchings and Woodcuts 1400–1700. Jost Amman, Book Illustrations: pt II, comp. by G. Seelig, ed. by G.

Bartrum and M. Leesberg, Rotterdam, 2002, pp. 246–59, no. 46).
13 The following is based on Hollstein/Amman (n. 8 above).
14 A preliminary methodological remark concerning the following comparison of text and images: In the

period and the linguistic context in question, one cannot simply speak of the text of Josephus, nor of the

biblical text. Rather, we are dealing with – for Josephus – the Greek edition, then the late antique Latin

translation, as well as Gelenius’s new Latin translation, and finally also various German translations: that

by Caspar Hedion, that by Spreng/Müntzer, and, a little later, that by Conrad Lautenbach. The illustrators

will hardly have considered the Greek version as a potential model, nor, presumably, the Latin editions.
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Infant Moses’ (Fig. 1).15 According to Exodus 2:5–6, Pharaoh’s daughter is

accompanied by maidens when the baby Moses drifts up into the reeds, and instructs

a maid to fish the child out of the water. The Antiquitates, by contrast, make no

mention of any entourage. In Josephus’s account, Thermouthis calls for ‘swimmers’

(Antiquitates II.224) to save the little one, but these swimmers are not included in

the illustrations.

In another image (‘David laments the death of Saul and Jonathan’),16 only taken

up for the re-print in 1571, no iconographically relevant differences exist between

the Old Testament and the Antiquitates, so the illustration tallies with both texts in

equal measure. But the case is different in the ‘Devastation of the Assyrian

Senacheirim’s Army’ (Fig. 2)17: According to 2 Kings 19:35, the army of the

Assyrian king Senacheirim is beaten by night by an angel of the Lord, as it advances

on Jerusalem. By the next morning, only corpses remain. Josephus (Antiquitates

X.21), on the other hand, writes that the military forces are stricken with the plague

and perish overnight. Evidently this variant is more difficult to depict than an

angel’s intervention.

The second group, belonging to Antiquitates XI–XX, comprises 10 images of

scenes with no biblical parallels,18 and are therefore true Josephus illustrations in

the sense that they had not been used elsewhere before. In several instances they

single out distinctive episodes, such as Herod’s campaign against the bands of

robbers living in inaccessible mountain caves (Antiquitates XIV.421–30): Herod

takes them on by lowering his soldiers in baskets into the caves. Even the aged

brigand is visible, with Herod offering his hand, only to be rejected, as the old man

flings first his family and then himself into the abyss (Fig. 3).19 Unspecific scenes of

massacres and banqueting, which can easily be applied to a variety of

Footnote 14 continued

As regards the German versions, one would assume that an illustrator would have designed his images

with recourse to that text, which he was illustrating. However, our findings demonstrate that this was not

always the case. As a precaution, therefore, I have submitted every passage that is discussed to a

comparison of all possible editions with a view to iconographically relevant deviations. Where these do

not exist, I have cited for Antiquitates I–X from Flavius Josephus, Translation and Commentary, ed. St.

Mason, III: Judean Antiquities 1–4 (L. H. Feldman), Leiden and Boston, 2000, IV: Judean Antiquities 5–7

(Chr. T. Begg), Leiden and Boston, 2005, V: Judean Antiquities 8–10 (Chr. T. Begg and P. Spilsbury),

Leiden and Boston, 2005, and otherwise follow the Loeb translation (Josephus, VII: Jewish antiquities,

books 12–14, transl. by R. Marcus, Cambridge, MA, 1986 [repr.]). For biblical passages I quote –

wherever possible – from ‘Tyndale’s Old Testament’ (Tyndale’s Old Testament. Being the Pentateuch of

1530, Joshua to 2 Chronicles of 1537, and Jonah. Translated by William Tyndale. In a modern-spelling

edition and with an introduction by D. Daniell, New Haven/London, 1992), and, for a citation from the

book Esther The vulgate Bible, IIB: The Historical Books. Douay-Rheims Translation, ed. S. Edgar,

Cambridge, MA and London, 2011). As regards these Bible translations, I have checked them for

iconographically relevant conformity with the Lutheran Bible, and the Zurich Bible (= ‘Froschauer

Bible’), which could have formed a point of reference for contemporary, German-speaking illustrators

from Switzerland.
15 Hollstein/Amman (n. 8 above), 58.16.
16 Ibid., 80.47.
17 Ibid., 58.62.
18 Ibid., 58.69–72, 75–8, 80 f.; for a possible biblical source for the Esther-illustration, see below.
19 Ibid., 58.75.
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circumstances, also exist within this group. But they are in the minority. The same

observations can basically be made for the iconography of the images of the Bellum

Iudaicum.

Amman’s Josephus series (if we can even call it that in view of the haphazard

process of its composition) was inserted into texts of Josephus on a number of

occasions, including, for instance, a representative Latin edition from 1580, which

the very same publisher, Sigmund Feyerabendt, dedicated to dukes Friedrich

Wilhelm and Johann of Saxony, landgraves of Thuringia.20 The recycling of

woodcuts previously found in the Bible and in Livy, was thus not, or at least not

only – as was often the case when existing forms were re-used – an economic

measure, to relieve the publisher’s budget, while at the same time, rather

inadequately, satisfying the public demand for elaborately designed books. In this

case, the design was apparently deemed so fitting that it was retained in a luxury

edition of Josephus for royal dedicatees.

Fig. 1 Jost Amman, ‘The Finding of the Infant Moses’, in Flauij Josephi … Historien vnd Bücher,
Frankfurt, 1569 (from reprint 1571: Universitätsbibliothek Bern, ZB Gross L 100, fol. 29v)

20 Opera//Iosephi Viri In-//ter Ivdaeos Doctissi =//mi ac Disertissimi, Qvae Ad//Nostram Aetatem

Pervenervnt, Omnia, …//… cvm figvris et indice locvpletissimo. Frankfurt: Feyerabendt, 1580 (VD16 J

965).
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II

Unlike Feyerabendt, the Strasbourg publisher Theodosius Rihel was – so far as we

know – unable to draw on an equivalent fund of images from within his firm for his

first edition of the German full translation of Josephus by Conrad Lautenbach.21

Instead, he had to commission a new cycle, for which the artist, at least

theoretically, could have adhered closely to the text of Josephus. Although the

signature of Tobias Stimmer (1539–1584) appears on none of the illustrations,

current scholars agree that he was the series’ creator:22 the woodcuts themselves

were executed by Tobias’s brother (Hans) Christoffel, Christoffel van Sichem and

the monogrammist CM, represented by their signatures.23 Let us consider the

congruence of text and image in what we shall call this ‘Stimmer-edition.’

Fig. 2 Jost Amman, ‘Devastation of Senacheirim’s Army’, in Flauij Josephi … Historien vnd Bücher,
Frankfurt, 1569 (from reprint 1571: Universitätsbibliothek Bern, ZB Gross L 100, fol. 171v)

21 This edition was reprinted fourteen times by 1630 (see, e.g., Spätrenaissance am Oberrhein. Tobias

Stimmer 1539–1584. Katalog der Ausstellung im Kunstmuseum Basel, 23. September–9. Dezember 1984,

ed. D. Koepplin and P. Tanner, Basel, 1984, p. 178; Golahny, Rembrandt’s Reading [n. 4 above], p. 164

with n. 52).
22 This is also the view put forward in the Hollstein/Stimmer (n. 9 above).
23 Stylistically, they bear little resemblance to Tobias’s other work (particularly when compared with his

Neue Künst =//liche Figuren Biblischer//Historien …, Basel: Thomas Gwarin 1576 of two years later

[VD16 F 1155; Hollstein/Stimmer (n. 9 above), pp. 219–68, nos 649–825]), due to a ‘Mannerist excess’ in

the represented figures (described as ‘monumentality’ and ‘theatrical’ in the literature). As a result, it was

previously thought that his brother (Hans) Christoffel, who was to develop a mental illness a few years
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First some remarks on the distribution of illustrations within the edition.

Altogether there are 84 different designs, of which some – in particular, again, battle

and siege scenes – are used on numerous occasions. These repetitions will be set

aside in what follows. Of the 84 designs, the vast majority illustrate the biblical

books I–X of the Antiquitates – just as in the Feyerabendt edition featuring

Amman’s designs. In the case of the Feyerabendt edition, this unequal distribution

could be explained as a consequence of the abundance of existing woodcuts for the

Old Testament, which could be re-used with little effort and only few additions; but

in the case of a completely new series the allocation of the designs could have been

more equally balanced. That this did not happen requires an explanation.

As a rule, the few images of Antiquitates XI ff. reflect Josephus’s text with a

certain accuracy. A striking example is presented by the scene, ‘Esther before

Ahasuerus’ (Fig. 4):24 In accordance with Antiquitates XI.234–6, Esther appears

before her stern husband ‘adorning herself as became the queen’ in order to plead

Fig. 3 Jost Amman, ‘Herod’s Campaign against the Robbers Living in Mountain Caves’, in Flauij
Josephi … Historien vnd Bücher, Frankfurt, 1569 (from reprint 1571: Universitätsbibliothek Bern, ZB
Gross L 100, fol. 257r)

Footnote 23 continued

down the line acted not just as engraver, but was also responsible for the designs (see M. Bendel, Tobias

Stimmer, Leben und Werke, Zurich and Berlin, 1940, pp. 82–7, 100). Today, the varying styles are

attributed to Tobias’s stay in Italy, where he was confronted with new stylistic movements which

influenced his execution of the Josephus illustrations. When he returned north, beyond the Alps, he

reverted to more conventional forms of expression (see Koepplin/Tanner [n. 22 above], p. 176).
24 Hollstein/Stimmer (n. 9 above), 464.
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for her people ‘with her two maids, of whom one lightly supported her as she leaned

on her, and the other, following, lifted with the tips of her fingers the train of her

robe which fell in folds on the ground.’ She is about to faint from fear, as is already

implied by her limp body posture and her head, which is slightly tilted to one side.

Ahasuerus will leap up from his throne, take her in his arms and address her with

tender words.

The passage in the biblical book Esther in the Hebrew is much less emotional

(Esther 5:1 f.):

And on the third day Esther put on her royal apparel and stood in the inner

court of the king’s house over against the king’s hall. Now he sat upon his

throne in the hall of the palace over against the door of the house. And when

he saw Esther, the queen, standing, she pleased his eyes, and he held out

toward her the golden sceptre which he held in his hand, and she drew near

and kissed [in other versions: touched] the top of his sceptre.

This version too contains an element which can be easily translated into visual

terms: the ritual of pardon with the touch of the sceptre. Jost Amman had chosen

this for his Esther woodcut, which was first used in Bible editions, before it also

found its way into the Josephus edition.25 Tobias Stimmer, however, chose not to

Fig. 4 Tobias Stimmer, ‘Esther before Ahasuerus’, in Flauij Josephi … Historien//vnd Bücher,
Strasbourg, 1574 (from: Universitätsbibliothek Bern, ZB Gross L 70, fol. 178r)

25 In the Bible as early as 1565 [VD16 B 2760], see Hollstein/Amman (n. 8 above), pt 1, 2002, 13.74.
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draw upon this well-established version of Esther’s procession and instead rendered

the episode as it occurs in Josephus: but not only in Josephus, in all the relevant

iconographic aspects of the scene, Josephus agrees with the Greek tradition of the

Book of Esther,26 a work which Jerome’s translation of the Bible did not suppress

but attached as an appendix to the transmission of hebraica veritas. This appendix is

found in some – though not all – early modern editions of the Vulgate and also in

Luther’s Bible.27 Sebastian Castellio’s Latin translation of the Bible, in fact, only

reproduces the dramatic mise-en-scène with the fragile Esther supported by her

attendants.28 Thus, this apparently ‘Josephan’ variant of the episode might possibly

have been known to the illustrator from sources other than Josephus.

Nevertheless, it is unlikely that Tobias Stimmer should have based his illustration

of the Estherscene for the Josephus edition either on alternative traditions of the

Biblical text that had been displaced to the appendix or on Latin translations; rather

we should assume that he based it upon the very text he was illustrating, i.e.

Josephus. The same can doubtlessly be said of motifs for which there was no

Biblical or otherwise easily accessible parallel tradition. Thus, for instance, in the

depiction of the prosecution of the young Herod in front of the weak King Hyrcanus

for the unlawful execution of Ezechias and his companions (Antiquitates

XIV.168–74; Fig. 5): Herod is depicted as extremely confident in front of the

synhedrion, and as intimidating the assembly. Hyrcanus is about to acquit him,

when, alone, the upright Sameas raises his voice against him. He warns the king

who is judging Herod by predicting the latter’s future atrocities. One of his

arguments rests upon the manner in which Herod presented himself to the lawcourt:

… I do not myself know of, nor do I suppose that you can name, anyone who

when summoned before you for trial has ever presented such an appearance.

For no matter who it was that came before this Synhedrion for trial, he has

shown himself humble and has assumed the manner of one who is fearful and

seeks mercy from you by letting his hair grow long and wearing a black

garment. But this fine fellow Herod, who is accused of murder and has been

summoned on no less grave a charge than this, stands here clothed in purple,

with the hair of his head carefully arranged and with his soldiers round him ….

26 See J. van der Klaauw, ‘Das griechische Estherbuch’ [‘Esther, 6.’], in Theologische Realenzyklopädie,

10, 1993, pp. 394 f.
27 See i.e. [Biblia latina, cum glossis], [Basel]: [Bernhard Richel], [1475] (GW 04215; Hain 3053) and

Biblia//Das ist die gantze//heylige Schrifft Teutsch.//D. Mart. Luther.//Sampt angehenckter Erklärung

aller Hebraischer/Chaldaischer/Griechi =//scher vnd Lateinischer Namen vnd Wörter/so in der Bibel

begriffen …//Auch kurtzer Beschreibung viler Länder …//Mit einem neuwen Register …//. Frankfurt:

Rab, Han, Feyerabendt 1565/(1564) (VD16 B 2760), fol. 489v.
28 See BIBLIA//Interprete SE-//BASTIANO CASTA-//LIONE.//UNA CUM EIUSDEM//Annotationibus.//

Totum opus recognovit ipse, & adiecit ex Flavio Iosepho histo-//riae supplementum ab Esdrae temporibus

usque ad Ma-//chabaeos, itemque a Machabaeis usque ad//CHRISTUM. …//. Basel: Johannes Oporinus

1556 (VD16 B 2629), col. 582; according to his ‘Ad lectores admonitio’ (ibid. [a5]v) Castellio followed,

for the Old Testament, the Hebrew Bible ‘exceptis Iuditha, Sapientia, Ecclesiastico, tertio Esdrae, epistola

Ieremiae, Barucho, Machabaeis, & parte Esterae & Danielis: quae cum Hebraeo non extent, de Graeco

transtulimus.’
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Even the ‘carefully arranged hair’ is depicted by the illustrator.29

The agreement of the image and the text of Josephus observed for these examples

in Stimmer’s series of illustrations applies to all illustrated episodes from

Antiquitates XI ff. and the Bellum Iudaicum. Let us now turn to the large group

of images that appear in Antiquitates I–X and for which biblical parallel traditions

or biblical variants exist.

Since Stimmer created his series specifically for an edition of Josephus, one

would expect that he would have followed the text of Josephus throughout. And

indeed there are some cases in which the design is closer to Josephus than to the

Bible. The clearest case of this seems to be the depiction of Moses being abused by

Pharaoh (Fig. 6):30 the latter defames Moses’s miracles as fraudulent and tries to

demonstrate his priests’ superiority in matters of magic. According to Exodus

7:8–12 the story begins:

And the Lord spake unto Moses and Aaron saying: when Pharaoh speaketh

unto you and saith: shew a wonder, then shalt thou say unto Aaron, take the

rod and cast it before Pharaoh, and it shall turn to a serpent. Then went Moses

and Aaron in unto Pharaoh, and did even as the Lord had commanded. And

Aaron cast forth his rod before Pharaoh and before his servants, and it turned

Fig. 5 Tobias Stimmer, ‘Sameas’s Speech against Herod before Hyrcanus’, in Flauij Josephi …
Historien//vnd Bücher, Strasbourg, 1574 (from: Universitätsbibliothek Bern, ZB Gross L 70, fol. 229v)

29 Hollstein/Stimmer (n. 9 above), 469. Lautenbach’s translation renders the passage (Strasbourg, 1574,

fol. 229v/230r): ‘… stehet da im Purpurkleyd/umb den Kopff mit zusammen gelegtem Haar geschmückt

….’
30 Ibid., 417.
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to a serpent. Then Pharaoh called for the wise men and enchanters of Egypt

did in like manner with their sorcery. And they cast down every man his rod,

and they turned to serpents: but Aaron’s rod ate up their rods:….

Josephus (Antiquitates II.285–7) relates the episode as follows:

And … he [i.e., Pharaoh] ordered the priests to offer to him to see the same

spectacles and to show that the Egyptians also were skilled in the knowledge

of these arts …. And when they dropped their staves they became snakes.

Moyses, however, not astonished, said, ‘… I shall show that my miracles are

manifest not through jugglery … but through God’s providence and power.’

Having said these things, he dropped his staff upon the earth, bidding it to be

transformed into a snake. It obeyed and, going around the staves of the

Egyptians, which appeared to be snakes, it devoured them until it had

consumed them all…

Taking the Old Testament version as a basis, one would expect both brothers, Aaron

and Moses, to be presented on the picture in prominent positions. If this is indeed

the source of inspiration for Stimmer’s picture, the only candidate for Moses is the

man with the prominent profile behind the protagonist on the right side of the image,

ordering his brother, in concordance with God’s word, to throw his staff to the

ground. This interpretation is possible, but it is rather unlikely, in view of Moses’s

importance, that he should have been relegated literally to the margin, like the

figure in the picture. It is more plausible that we have here exclusively two

Fig. 6 Tobias Stimmer, ‘Moses’s Abuse by the Pharaoh: The Snake-Miracle’, in Flauij Josephi …
Historien//vnd Bücher, Strasbourg, 1574 (from: Universitätsbibliothek Bern, ZB Gross L 70, fol. 31r)
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adversaries, as in Josephus’s version: on the left Pharaoh, on the right Moses. The

latter seems to be communicating with the Pharaoh during the snake miracle, as

indeed he does in the Antiquitates. The old man behind him would then be an

audience member, that is, an Egyptian priest.

In other images from Stimmer’s series we find only details that may suggest a

dependence on Josephus. Take the crossing of the Jordan (Fig. 7):31 Whereas

Joshua 3 speaks only of the carrying of the ark by the priests – in substantial detail –

Josephus (Antiquitates V.17) adds: ‘the Levites bringing the tent and the implements

used in the sacrificial service’, and, to be sure, the seven-branched candelabrum is

clearly distinguishable in the image. ‘The whole populace followed the Levites

according to their tribes; …’, and, indeed, the illustrator seems to depict a difference

between those in priestly garments, carrying ‘liturgical’ instruments, and militarily

equipped leaders of the people. The evidence then points to the use of Josephus’s

text, although it is conceivable also that an illustrator might have imagined the

passage for himself.

Substantially clearer are the opposite cases, in which Stimmer depicts elements

from the biblical text which do not appear in Josephus. Two examples should

suffice.

On ‘The Drunkenness of Noah’ (Fig. 8),32 Josephus writes (Antiquitates I.140 f.):

After the Flood, when the earth had been re-established to its former nature,

Nochos applied himself to labour and planted vines upon it. When … the wine

was ready for use, he offered a sacrifice and feasted. Having gotten drunk, he

fell asleep, and being naked he lay indecently. The youngest of his sons,

having observed him, showed him mockingly to his brothers, but they covered

their father.

In what manner the sons covered their father, the Antiquitates do not inform us, but

from Genesis 9:23 we learn more:

And Sem and Japheth took a mantle, and put it on both their shoulders and

went backward, and covered their father’s secrets, but their faces were

backward. So that they saw not their father’s nakedness.

This is precisely the process that the image depicts.

So, too, Jephthah’s return home is rendered very briefly by Josephus (Antiqui-

tates V.264):

Upon his return, however, he underwent a misfortune that was not at all like

his achievements. For his daughter met him; … He, lamenting the magnitude

of his suffering, blamed his daughter for her solicitude in meeting him, seeing

that he had consecrated her to God.

Judges 11:34 f., however, contains substantially more detail:

31 Hollstein/Stimmer (n. 9 above), 421.
32 Ibid., 403.
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Fig. 7 Tobias Stimmer, ‘The Crossing of the Jordan’, in Flauij Josephi … Historien//vnd Bücher,
Strasbourg, 1574 (from: Universitätsbibliothek Bern, ZB Gross L 70, fol. 59v )

Fig. 8 Tobias Stimmer, ‘The Drunkenness of Noah’, in Flauij Josephi … Historien//vnd Bücher,
Strasbourg, 1574 (from: Universitätsbibliothek Bern, ZB Gross L 70, fol. 8r)
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Then Jephthah came … unto his house. And see, his daughter came out against

him, with timbrels and dances, which was his only child: … And when he saw

her, he rent his clothes and said: ….

House, music and dancing, the tearing of clothes – all these elements are also found

in the picture (Fig. 9),33 even if the maiden strums a contemporary lyre instead of

playing the biblical tambourine. Since Josephus does not mention the daughter’s

procession, he leaves a great deal of freedom for the visual translation. And the

father’s sighs, as well as his reproaches, i.e. verbal utterances, are more difficult to

capture pictorially than visible gestures, which express the same emotions – like the

tearing of the clothes.

In these and other similar cases, there is no actual contradiction between image

and text. ‘Les inconséquences et les illustrations de scènes absentes dans le texte de

Josèphe’ – to use Deutsch’s phrasing – ensue, rather, because Stimmer fills the gaps

left by Josephus. This means that his images offer a surplus of information

compared with the text. That he drew on the known and iconographically

established biblical version for this is certainly a possibility. But a picture or

pictorial element which downright contradicts the text of Josephus is found only

rarely.

One example of such a contradiction is the depiction of the angel who prevents

Abraham from sacrificing Isaac at the last minute, in accordance with Genesis

22:11–12 (Fig. 10).34 In the Antiquitates (I.233), God intervenes himself, by calling

Abraham by his name and bidding him to forbear from killing his son. Here one

could argue that Stimmer was governed by a reserve, confirmed during the

Reformation, about representing God the Father visually,35 and therefore never

depicts him as appearing in person, so that an angel formed a suitable mediator of

this message, irrespective of the precise textual basis of the image. But the ram,

whose horns get tangled in a hedge, where Abraham later spots him, is traced back

to Genesis 22:13, whereas in Josephus’s narrative, God ‘suddenly’ leads the ram to

Abraham and Isaac, after having addressed them at length. On the other hand, other

components of the picture have more in common with Josephus: thus, for instance,

Isaac is already a – visibly muscular – youth ‘in his twenty-fifth year’ (Antiquitates

I.227), and no longer the biblical boy. In addition, a further quirk of the picture – the

most significant – corresponds with Josephus, namely the fact that Abraham has not

bound Isaac, as in Genesis 22:9. According to the Antiquitates this was not

necessary: before setting off on the sacrifice, Abraham explains the situation to his

son, assures him of his love and entrusts him to God’s care. Having grasped this,

Isaac reacts obediently towards father and God and strides up to the altar of his own

free will. In the image, his folded hands reflect his devotion. It is certainly plausible

that the illustrator here combined elements from both sources, but the centre of the

image, featuring Isaac’s obedience, corresponds to Josephus.

33 Hollstein/Stimmer (n. 9 above), 428.
34 Hollstein/Stimmer (n. 9 above), 407.
35 See Th. Sternberg, ‘Bilderverbot für Gott, den Vater?’ in Bilderverbot: Die Sichtbarkeit des

Unsichtbaren, ed. E. Nordhofen, Paderborn, 2001, pp. 59–115 (100–103).
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Fig. 9 Tobias Stimmer, ‘Jephthah and His Daughter’, in Flauij Josephi … Historien//vnd Bücher,
Strasbourg, 1574 (from: Universitätsbibliothek Bern, ZB Gross L 70, fol. 71r)

Fig. 10 Tobias Stimmer, ‘Abraham’s Sacrifice’, in Flauij Josephi … Historien//vnd Bücher, Strasbourg,
1574 (from: Universitätsbibliothek Bern, ZB Gross L 70, fol. 13r)
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To be sure, we must also consider the long tradition of exegesis concerning

‘Abraham’s Sacrifice.’ From early on, it was interpreted as prefiguring Christ’s

sacrifice on the Cross. This tradition also forms the basis for the Isaac who is willing

to be sacrificed, reflected, not least, in biblical illustrations: these comprise not only

bound Isaacs, but also hordes of unfettered Isaacs – for instance in the Cologne

Bible,36 in the series created by Hans Holbein the Younger for a reprint of Luther’s

Old Testament,37 or in the woodcut by the monogrammist GL in the Lufft complete

edition of the Lutheran Bible of 1540.38 Instead of following Josephus’s text,

Stimmer may, therefore, also have adhered to a visual tradition firmly established in

biblical illustration, which itself is rooted in a complex exegetical tradition.39

Let us take stock of our findings from the examples we have chosen. The spoils

of ‘real’ illustrations of Josephus’s text in graphic reproduction are not at all as

meagre as Deutsch supposed. Even Sigmund Feyerabendt, who re-used woodcuts by

Jost Amman from the Bible and Livy for his Histories and Books on several

occasions, demanded new creations for sections for which there was no biblical

alternative, and which could not simply be decorated with a battle scene. These

creations are demonstrably based on Josephus’s work – thus for instance Herod’s

armed assault on the brigands in their caves (See above).

And Tobias Stimmer, who designed a new series specifically for Rihel’s edition

of Josephus, borrowed entire scenes or individual elements from Josephus, even for

the ‘biblical’ books I–X from Antiquitates, as in the appearance of the miracle-

working Moses in front of the Pharaoh (See above). Significantly, in these cases

Josephus provides more detail than the Bible – perhaps it was for this reason that his

version was followed. And yet Stimmer’s woodcuts to books I–X are dominated by

illustrations distinguished with traits that must come from the Bible instead of

Josephus – for instance when the drunken Noah is covered up or when Jephthah’s

daughter makes her appearance.

The impression of ‘biblical dominance’ is heightened not least by the fact that

books I–X of the Antiquitates are much more heavily illustrated than the remaining

parts of the work. Aside from the inclusion of exclusively biblical elements, this

36 See fig. 115 in P. van der Coelen, Bilder aus der Schrift. Studien zur alttestamentlichen Druckgrafik

des 16. und 17. Jahrhunderts. Aus dem Niederländischen übertragen von A. Tümpel … und S. Noack …,

Berne etc., 2001.
37 See fig. 101 in Ph. Schmidt, Die Illustration der Lutherbibel 1522–1700, Basel, 1962, p. 159.
38 See fig. 430 in Luther und die Bibel, I: A. Schramm, Die Illustration der Lutherbibel, Leipzig, 1923.
39 Such complex connections may be present in basically every book illustration. If in my treatment of

the other motifs I have omitted these considerations, this was due to my focus on comparing the Old

Testament with Josephus. – On the tradition of ‘Abraham’s Sacrifice’, see, e.g., H. M. von Erffa,

Ikonologie der Genesis. Die christlichen Bildthemen aus dem Alten Testament und ihre Quellen, II,

Munich, 1995, pp. 145–88; L. H. Feldman, Josephus’s Interpretation of the Bible, Berkeley et al., 1998,

pp. 290–303 and Isaaks Opferung (Gen 22) in den Konfessionen und Medien der Frühen Neuzeit, ed.

A. Steiger and U. Heinen, Berlin and New York, 2006 (pp. 481–544: Chr. Tümpel, ‘Die Sprache der

Künstler. Der künstlerische Diskurs Rembrandts und seiner Zeitgenossen über die ‘‘Opferung Isaaks’’’,

with no substantial new observations (compared with Tümpel, ‘Die Rezeption’ (n. 3 above)] on Josephus

as a source for the visual arts).
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aesthetically displeasing imbalance may perhaps be explained as follows. In the

period in which the Josephus series were published, biblical illustration had long

since established itself in graphic prints. This was the case not only in regular Bible

editions but also in the picture bibles which were popular both before and,

increasingly, during the Reformation. In these bibles, the illustrations grew more

and more independent from the text.40 This firmly established tradition gave rise to

a pool of familiar and popular designs which could be presented easily in a work of

suitable content. This seems to be the reason for the choice of topics to illustrate and

the denseness of images in books I–X. In theory, designs could have been created

for a genuine Josephus series, specifically depicting scenes which appeared only in

his text, but not in the Old Testament, such as Antiquitates, II.233–5 (‘Moses throws

down the crown of the Pharaoh’) or Antiquitates, I.167 (‘Abraham teaches

Egyptians Arithmetic and Astronomy’). But this did not happen. As the printers

were intent on sales and cost-effectiveness, they chose to follow the expectations of

their audience and settled for what was tested and proven.

Nor were biblically orientated pictures completely unsuitable for the first ten

books of the Antiquitates. Discrepancies between image and text are observed

mainly in cases where the Bible’s account is more detailed and more vivid than

Josephus’s account. Stimmer could not simply have left all Josephus’s gaps as gaps

– Noah’s nakedness had to be covered in some way – and why should he seek an

original solution in his illustration, when everyone ‘knew’ exactly what happened

from the Bible? More contentious with regard to the text, but comprehensible from

an artistic point of view are the cases where a variant in Josephus that is difficult to

visualise – such as plague as the cause of death of Senacheirim’s army or Jephthah’s

verbal laments – is replaced with a visible motif from the biblical text, such as an

angel’s intervention or the tearing of clothes (See above).

The close connection between the illustrations of Josephus and the Bible may

also perhaps be explained by recourse to the value found in the works of Flavius

Josephus as an auxiliary medium for better understanding of the Bible.41 Thus, for

instance, Conrad Lautenbach praises Josephus in the preface of his German

translation which was illustrated by Stimmer for putting the stories of the Old

Testament into good order, and for summarising and systematising its laws and its

obscure passages. He calls him ‘paraphrastes’ and his works ‘Außlegung’.42

With a view to this function, Flavius Josephus’s works are clearly subordinate to

Holy Scripture. In this respect, the illustration of the Antiquitates and its adherence

to the Bible may have been more than the result of a procedure of recycling for cost-

effectiveness, or of artistic convention. Rather, it may also reflect an established

form of the reception of Josephus: the function of his writings as a commentary on

the Bible.

40 See van der Coelen (n. 34 above). Amman and Stimmer also created illustrations for this type of book:

Jost Amman, Neuwe Biblische Figuren///deß Alten vnd Neuwen Testaments …, Frankfurt: Rab,

Feyerabendt, Han (heirs), 1564 (VD16 B 6067); Tobias Stimmer, Neue Künst =//liche Figuren (n. 24

above).
41 See e.g. B. Halpern Amaru, ‘Martin Luther and Flavius Josephus’, in Josephus, Judaism and

Christianity, ed. L. H. Feldman and G. Hata, Detroit 1987, pp. 411–26 (411).
42 Ed. Strasbourg: Rihel 1574 (see above), sig. a iiiir.
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